A Genuine Surprise
Stop! Look! Listen!

The house is lodging with Bruse Beds—Beds everywhere. Three curious arrivals arrived the same week, making the largest shipments of beds ever received at one time on the Pacific Coast. Of course, we secured an immense discount for buying in such quantity and propose to give you the benefit of it if you will come and take one or more away. We favor them in all sizes, styles and shapes. As a sample, a genuine Bruse Bed, same as used, with two-inch posts, handmade from rail-raisings equipped with solid brass ball bearing slats, works, finished in 20 coats of English lacquer; regular price $20, all you want of them $10.75 each.

Our No. 4050 Bruse Bed, with 24-inch runouts made of solid brace tubing very substantial and stately. Regular price $17.50; this week $13.50. These are only a few of the many specials that have been reduced in like proportion.

In Apartments or Flats

The Denver is indispensable in flats or apartments. It takes up little space and is really an armchair. The Denver is a happy choice of some for the popular price of furniture. As a Denver is in the room, it is a joy to notice the standing that it has on the market. The Denver is a three-quarter size by itself.

Note the Points of Superiority
1. All bed springs, even pillows, are retained in the bed, not stowed away.
2. Made up in the morning, like any other bed, ready for use.
3. Bed frame has steel frame, providing rigid construction, impossible to get out of order.
4. Bonfils metal bed construction. Steel is easily detached for washing.
5. Soft mat and spring back. Head and foot rails to keep pillows in place.

DON'T OVERLOOK OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

Henry Jenning & Sons
One Year Ahead of Competitive
CORNER SECOND AND MORRISON.

“SQUEAL BOOKS” ARE INTERESTING
READING FOR NEW YORK PUBLIC

New York: The Bunch, which, with its numerous stores, is one of the largest book dealers in the nation, has published a number of books, many of which have been well received. The latest of these is a collection of the best of the week, which is given to the public in the form of a small pocket book, containing the latest news, and is sold for ten cents. The book is entitled “Squeal Books,” and contains a number of stories, poems, and miscellaneous matter, all of which are written in a style that is entertaining and instructive. The book is well printed, and is a good example of what can be done in the way of book publishing when the subject is a good one and the work is done in a careful and tasteful manner. The book is well worth the time of the reader, and is a good example of what can be done in the way of book publishing when the subject is a good one and the work is done in a careful and tasteful manner.